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Abstract

Acoustic noise pollution is an environmental aggressor in everyday life. Aero-
dynamically generated noise annoys and was linked with health issues. It may
be caused by high-speed turbulent free flows (e.g. aircraft jet exhausts), by
airflow interacting with solid surfaces (e.g. fan noise, wind turbine noise), or
it may arise within a confined flow environment (e.g. air ventilation systems,
refrigeration systems). Hence, reducing the acoustic noise levels would result
in a better life quality, where a systematic approach to decrease the acoustic
noise radiation is required to guarantee optimal results. Computational predic-
tion methods able to provide all the required flow quantities with the desired
temporal and spatial resolutions are perfectly suited in such application areas,
when supplementing restricted experimental investigations.

This thesis focuses on the use of numerical methodologies in compressible
flow applications to understand aerodynamically noise generation mechanisms
and to assess technologies used to suppress it. Robust and fast steady-state
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based formulations are employed
for the optimal design process, while the high fidelity Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) approach is utilized to reveal the detailed flow physics and to investigate
the acoustic noise production mechanisms. The employment of fast methods
on a wide range of cases represents a brute-force strategy used to scrutinize
the optimization parameter space and to provide general behavioral trends.
This in combination with accurate simulations performed for particular
condi- tions of interest becomes a very powerful approach. Advance post-
processing techniques (i.e. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Dynamic
Mode Decomposition) have been employed to analyze the intricate, highly
turbulent flows.

The impact of using fluidic injection inside a convergent-divergent nozzle
for acoustic noise suppression is analyzed, first using steady-state RANS
simulations. More than 250 cases are investigated for the optimal injection
location and angle, amount of injected flow and operating conditions. Based
on a-priori established criteria, a few optimal candidate solutions are detected
from which one geometrical configuration is selected for being thoroughly
investigated by using detailed LES calculations. This allows analyzing the
unsteady shock pattern movement and the flow structures resulting with fluidic
injec- tion. When investigating external fluidic injection configurations, some
lead to a high amplitude shock associated noise, so-called screech tones. Such
unsteady phenomena can be captured and explained only by using unsteady
simulations. Another complex flow scenario demonstrated using LES is that of
a high ve- locity jet ejected into a confined convergent-divergent ejector (i.e. a
jet pump).
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The standing wave pattern developed in the confined channel and captured
by LES, significantly alters the acoustic noise production. Steady-state methods
failed to predict such events.

The unsteady highly resolved simulations proved to be essential for
analyzing flow and acoustics phenomena in complex problems. This becomes
a very powerful approach when is used together with steady-state, low
time-consuming formulations and when complemented with experimental
measurements. 
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